Abstract-Efficiently solving the personalized broadcast problem in an interconnection network typically relies on finding an appropriate spanning tree in the network. In this paper, we show how to construct in a complete star graph an asymptotically balanced spanning tree, and in an incomplete star graph a near-balanced spanning tree. In both cases, the tree is shown to have the minimum height. In the literature, this problem has only been considered for the complete star graph, and the constructed tree is about 4/3 times taller than the one proposed in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
HF: star graph interconnection network was first pro-T posed in [1] , and since then it has received increasing attention. The star graph has been considered as an attractive alternative to the widely accepted hypercube as the network architecture for parallel processing. Part of the reason is its lower node degrees as opposed to the hypercubes. Large references can be found in studying the star graph regarding such as its topological properties [3] , embedding capability [5] , [9] , [lo] , communication capability 121, [71, [81, 1111, 1121, and even the use of incomplete star graphs [6] .
There have been intensive studies on the collective communication in a star graph. In an n-star (or SJ, assuming that a node can send and receive at most one message at a time, the algorithms in [2] , [7] , [12] require O(n log n) time to perform one-to-all broadcasting. However, if a node can send and receive messages concurrently along all communication ports, the algorithm in 1111 needs 2n -3 steps to broadcast a message, and needs O(n + m) steps to broadcast a sequence of m messages in a pipelined fashion. A systematic way to find a greedy spanning tree in an n-star was proposed in 131, thus implying the realization of one-to-all broadcast in L ~ 3(:-1)] steps. An all-to-all broadcasting algorithm was proposed in 171, which has a time complexity of O(n2) . Note that all these results are only regarding to the sending of nonpersonalized messages. In the personalized broadcast problem, a source node has N -1 distinct mes-sages, each to be sent to one of the other nodes in the network, where N is the network size. This problem can be further classified as one-to-all and all-to-all personalized broadcast. Applications of such broadcast include the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) and matrix algorithms.
In this paper, we consider the problem of constructing a balanced spanning tree in a star graph. A balanced tree is one in which the degree of the root node is maximized and every subtree of the root node has approximately the same number of nodes. One important application of such a tree is to perform one-to-all personalized broadcast in a network. For instance, if a node is to perform a one-to-all personalized broadcast, then it can construct a spanning tree rooted at itself and deliver messages according to the structure of the tree. The communication bottleneck is on the outgoing links (edges) from the source node. If a balanced tree is used, then all outgoing links from the root will transmit about the same number of personalized messages, thereby incurring even load on these links and thus minimizing the transmission time. Constructing a balanced spanning tree has been considered for star graphs in [31 and for hypercubes in [4] . In this paper, we present results for both complete and incomplete star graphs. The incomplete star graph under consideration is the class c-' (defined later) proposed in [6] . The class cP1 is more scalable in network size than the original class S,, while at the same time still keeps a diameter equal to that of an S,.
Given a complete SI,, we show how to construct from any root node a spanning tree that is asymptotically balanced and has a minimum height of 1 -1 . To evaluate how balanced the tree is, we use a measure called of balance factor, which is defined to be the ratio of the size of the largest subtree of the root to that of the smallest subtree. This factor indicates how much more transmission time the root node requires to send personalized messages on the link to the largest subtree to that on the link to the smallest subtree. A perfectly balanced tree will have a balance factor equal to, or close to, 1. The balance factor of our tree quickly 1045-9219/96$05.00 01996 IEEE converges to 1 as n increases. For incomplete stars in the class CP1, our spanning tree is near-balanced and also has a minimum height.
Our result has implied how to perform personalized broadcast efficiently in both S, and c-'. In the literature, this problem has only been considered for the complete star graph in [3] , where an asymptotically balanced tree is proposed. The height of the tree is 2n -3, which is about 4/3 taller than ours. The tree, when used for personalized broadcast, may incur more traffic than ours. Furthermore, the height, say k, of a tree sets a lower bound of hzon the time complexity, if one is to use the tree to solve any kind of communication problem, where z is the start-up time to initiate a message along a communication link. This factor is of particular importance in recent machines because in current technology the start-up overhead is typically higher than the data transmission overhead by an order or more. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries about the complete and incomplete star graphs are given in Section 2. Our tree construction scheme is presented in Section 3. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
An n-dimensional stay graph, also referred to as n-star or S,, is an undirected graph consisting of n! nodes (or vertices) and (n -l)n!/2 edges. Each node is uniquely assigned a label xlx2 ... x,, which is the concatenation of any permutation of n distinct symbols {xl, x2, ..., x,}. Two nodes are joined by an edge along dimension d iff the label of one node can be obtained from the other by swapping the first symbol and the dth symbol, 2 2 d 5 n. Without loss of generality, let these n symbols be 11, 2, . . ., n}. With these edges, we define n -1 functions gd, d = 2 ... n, such that if U and v are two nodes joined by an edge along dimension d , then g&u) = z, and gd(v) = U. For instance, g,(l2345) = 42315. The ith symbol of a node x's label may be denoted as x[i] . It is known that S, is node-and edge-symmetric and has a diameter of [y] . More topological properties of the star graph can be found in [l] .
Consider an S,. Let sl, s2, ..., sk be k distinct symbols. Let pl, p2, . . ., p k be k distinct integers each indicating a position in a node label, p j E (1, 2, ..., n}, l 5 i 5 k. We define $(sf', s?, . . . , sik ) to be the subgraph of S, with vertex set:
Intuitively, we fix the symbol at position pi with si, i = 1 ... k, and arbitrarily change the rest symbols. For any two nodes U and z, in the vertex set, an edge (U, U) is introduced in S,k(sp, s p , . . . , s$) iff it is an edge in S,. For instance, S,2(3', 14) consists of nodes 2341 and 4321 and an edge (2341,4321). In fact, it is not hard to verify that if pI 2 2 for all i, then Si(s,', s;', . . . , S$ ) is an (n -k)-star. Such a structure is usually referred to as a substar or ( n -k)-substar I of S,. Occasionally, we may denote S,k(sfl, s?, . . . , sik ) by a sequence xlx2 _.. x, such that for all i = 1 ... k symbol xp, = s,, and for all j E {pl, p2, ..., pk] symbol xI = *, where a * means a "don't care." For instance, S,2(32, 14) may be written as *3*1.
One of the reasons making the star graph so attractive is its recursive nature. For example, an S, can be partitioned into n(n -1)-substars, Si(ln),S:(2n), ..., Si(nn). Each of these substars can be further partitioned into n -1 (n -2)-substars. This is also the most common and straightforward recursive technique that has been used so far (e.g., [11] ). In the following lemma, we describe a very different way to partition an S,. It turns out that such a partitioning is critical to construct a tree of a minimum height.
LEMMA 1. An S, can be partitioned into (disjoint) substars A, B,,], C,,, and R as defined below:
PROOF. Recall that S, can be partitioned substars SA(ln),S;(2"), ..
., S:(nn).
A is the first substar. The lemma is obtained by further partitioning the rest substars.
Now we prove that the second, third, ..., (n -1)th substars are partitioned into C,,]s. Observe that C,,] is the substar with symbol i fixed at position j and symbol j fixed at position n such that i # j . For a fixed j , the n -1 substars C, for all possible values of i together form the substar S:(j"). This proves our claim.
The last substar Si(nn) will be partitioned recursively. We first partition it into n -1 substars
Clearly, the first n -2 substars are Bi,n-l, i = 1 ... n -2. The remaining substar is S:(n -In-', n").
We then partitioned it into n -2 substars
Again, the first n -3 substars are Bi,n-2, i = 1 ... n -3.
The remaining substar is S:(n -2n-2, n ~ In-'
which can be recursively partitioned as above. Finally, a 1-substar Sf-1(22, 33, ..., nn) will be left unpartitioned, which is the substar R. Hence the lemma. U EXAMPLE 1. By Lemma 1, an S, can be partitioned into the following 32 substars, ordered from larger ones to smaller ones:
c -* * 1 * * 3 c2,3=**2**3 c , -* * 4 * * 3 c , -* * 5 * * 3 1,3 -4 3 -
53-
C6,3= * * 6 * * 3 B 1,4--* * * 1 5 6 B,,4=***256 B3,,=***356 B1,,= * * 1 4 5 6 B2,3 = * * 2 4 5 6 B,,,= * 1 3 4 5 6
Next, we introduce a class of incom lete star graphs proposed in [6] called C?' . The class c-consists of YI -1 graphs. The kth member, k = 2 ... n, is denoted as C-'(k) and has the vertex set P .
t=iz-k+l
For an two nodes U and
iff it is an ed e in the original S,. Thus, c"-'(k) is a subgraph of SI, and c (n) = S,. Each C"-'(k) has (n -1)! more nodes than C'-'(k -1). As an SI, has (n -1)(n -l)! more nodes than SI,+,, the introduction of these incomplete stars makes the original star graphs incrementally more scalable.
Several interesting topological properties of C'-' have been proven in [6] , one of which states that the diameter of C"-'(k) is the same as SIl.
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CONSTRUCTING BALANCED SPANNING TREES
Basic Idea
In the literature, the most common technique to find a spanning tree in a star graph is by recursion. For example, to construct a spanning tree rooted from node Y in an s,,, we can 1) partition S, into substars S:(1"), S:(2"), ... , S,:(n"),
2) construct a path from Y to a representative node in each of these substars except the one where Y is resident, 3) recursively construct a tree in each of the above substars by regarding the representative node as the root. Several works (e.g., the broadcast trees [2], [111 and the balanced tree [3] ) essentially follow the above recursive rules. Observe that the dimension of the stars is reduced by 1 after each recursive step and the path constructed in step 2) would be as long as 2. Thus, the final tree will have a height = 2n. Unfortunately, this height is not optimal for the diameter of S, is Ly].
In our scheme, in each recursion, we will also construct from Y a number of paths, each connected to a representative node of some substar. However, the substars are partitioned according to Lemma 1. Most importantly, these paths will have a length < 3. A path of length 1 must connect to a substar of dimension 2 n -1, and a path of length 2 or 3 must connect to a substar of dimension 5 n -2. Recursively applying this rule, a tree of an optimal height can be found.
Complete Stars
Given an S,, and any node Y, our purpose in this section is to construct from S, a balanced spanning tree called BT(Y, S,) 2) Partition Y into a number of disjoint subtrees such that each subtree is associated with one of the substars of SI, as defined in Lemma 1 in a one-to-one manner. 3) Following step 2, consider each subtree, say, T of Y and its associated substar, say, Sk We designate a node t as the root of T. As k I n -1, by the induction hypothesis we can construct a spanning tree BT(t, SJ in S,. Our final tree BT(Y, SJ is then obtained by attaching each BT(t, S,) to Y through the node t. It is to be noted that our yet-to-be-presented scheme will guarantee that T "matches" BT(t, S,) in the following sense:
Tree T is a subgraph of tree BT(t, SJ. So the above attaching process will not create any redundant node or cycle, and BT(r, s,) is really a spanning tree of s,.
To realize the above steps, we first define some nodes neighboring to Y. For each I = 2 ... n and j = 2 ... n such that
The tree Y is defined as follows: Our next job is to partition Y into subtrees. As mentioned in earlier step 21, we will also associate each subtree with one of the substars defined in Lemma 1. This is done by the following four rules. (See Fig. 2 for an 
R4:
For each cid, let c,,, be a trivial tree which is associated
For instance, the tree Y shown in Fig. 1 is partitioned into 32 subtrees. The roots of these subtrees are highlighted by rectangles. Each non-root node (without a rectangle) is connected to its parent in Y to form a subtree. Thus, a4 has two children b4,z and b,,,, and this tree is Sub(a,) . Below each rectangle, we indicate the substar associated with the root node as well as the rule used to obtain such association. For example, Sub(a,) is associated with substar Bl,4 by applying rule R2a. Finally, we use the induction hypothesis to obtain a spanning tree from each substar and attach these subtrees to ' €' as described in step 3). This completes the construction. The following theorem states some properties of BT(Y, SJ. THEOREM 1. BT (r, SI,) , n 2 3, is a spanning tree of S,, with a height of 1 -1 and a balancefactor of ( PROOF. To prove that BT (r, S,) is a spanning tree, it suffices to show that 1) rules R1-4 do partition ' €' into disjoint subtrees, 2) rules R1-4 do associate each subtree with one of the substars defined in Lemma 1 in a one-to-one manner, and 3) the property stated in step 3) is satisfied (i.e., each subtree is a subgraph of the spanning tree in the corresponding substar).
It is trivial to prove 1) and 2). To prove 31, when rule R2a is used, the subtree Sub(a,) is associated with sub- mension at most n -2. Thus,
Solving this recurrence relation, we have h(n) = 1 -1 .
The balance factor of BT(r, S,) can be derived as follows. Recall that the balance factor is the ratio of the number of nodes in the largest subtree to that in the smallest subtree. The subtree rooted from a, is the smallest one, which has (n -l)! nodes. The largest subtree is rooted at a2, which contains a 1-substar, a 2-substar, . . ., an (n -3)-substar, and n(n -Z)-substars.
The balance factor then follows by counting the numbers of nodes in these substars. U Note that the above height is minimum because it is equal to the diameter of S,. The balance factor converges to 1 as n increases.
Incomplete Stars
Consider an incomplete star C"-'(k), 2 5 k 5 n -1 (clearly there is no need to consider C"-'(n) = S,). Given any node Y in this incomplete star, let BT(Y, C-'(k)) be the graph obtained from BT (r, S,) by removing all nodes and edges that do not belong to C"-'(k). The following results state that such a graph BT (r, C"-'(k) ) is indeed a spanning tree in C-'(k) and is nicely balanced. Note that as C"-'(k) is not node-symmetric any more, it may be necessary to consider different values of r.
LEMMA^. The B T (~, ~" -' ( k ) ) is a spannzng tree in C"-'(k).
PROOF. Let Y' be the graph obtained from Y after removing those nodes and edges that do not belong to c"-' (k).
To prove that BT(r, e-'&)) is a spanning tree, it suffices to show that 1) Y' is still a spanning tree, and 2 ) for each subtree, say T, in the original tree Y and the substar, say S , , associated with T, either both T and S, exist in C-'(k), or both do not exist.
c"-' ( k ) consists of those nodes with the last symbols ranging from n -k + 1 to n. To prove l), observe the following equalities (note that a,, b,,, and c,,] are defined with respect to Y as in (1)- (3)):
a,[nl = b,,,tnl = rtnl, where i < n and I < n
Since
implies that a, and b,,, must be in Y', where i < n and j < n. Equation (5) implies that either both b,, and c~,~ exist in Y', or both do not exist, where i < n. We thus conclude that no internal node could be removed from Y without its children being removed, thus proving part 1). Part 2) can be proved similarly by observing the last symbol of each substar's label. So BT(r, C?-'(k) ) is a spanning tree. 0 THEOREM 2. Let r be a n y node zn C"-'(k), n 2 4, 2 5 k 5 n -1.
Rooted at r, tree BT(r, C"-'(k) ) has a height of 1 - The remaining k -1 substars (of dimension n -1) will each be partitioned into (I? -1) substars (each of dimension n -2). By our association rules, these (k -l)(n -1) substars (of dimension n -2) will be evenly distributed to the subtrees rooted at a,, i = 2 ... n -I. Thus, each subtree will receive either r -1 or 1 -1 number of (n -2)-substars. The former number is equal to k, while the latter is equal to k -1 + s, where s is as defined in the theorem. Combining with the numbers discussed in the previous paragraph, the largest subtree can receive no more than 1 nodes, and the smallest subtree no ( ( Y [~] )~) will be attached to a,. The remaining k -2 substars (of dimension n -1) will each be partitioned into (n -1) substars (of dimension n -2). I=n-2
These (k -2)(n -I) substars (of dimension n -2) will be evenly distributed to the subtrees rooted at a,, i = 2 ... n -1. Hence each a, will receive either 1 -1
or LT] (k-Z)(ri-l) number of (n -2)-substars.
The former number is k -2 + [ S I , while the latter is k -2. The largest subtree could be either the one rooted at a , (which contains an (n -l)-substar), or one rooted at some a, (which may contain at most nodes). As the latter will be greater than the former only when k = n -1 (i.e., s = l), the number of nodes in the largest subtree cannot exceed ( n -l ) ! + s
The smallest subtree will have at least j! = (k -l)(n -2)! nodes. The balance factor then follows. U Note that the above height is minimum because the same value has been proved to be the diameter of C"-l(k) in [6] . Also note that the upper term in (6) converges to E as n increases, while the lower term converges to *. 1 ' a
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how to construct balanced spanning trees in complete star graphs and in the class of incomplete star graphs, PPI. These trees all have the minimum height. Table 1 summarizes the balance factors obtained by our scheme for some example graphs. Being nicely balanced, these trees, when applied to one-to-all personalized broadcast, will incur about equal load on each outgoing link from the root node, thus giving efficient algorithms.
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